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"Despite the fact that virtually all Canadians are shopping
online, consumers continue to be more reliant on shopping

in-store rather than over the internet. Notably, as
consumers are toggling between computers and mobile
devices when shopping online, a seamless experience is

vital to prevent drop-off given their preference for
completing the shopping journey in-store."

- Carol Wong-Li, Sr Analyst, Lifestyles and Leisure

This report looks at the following areas:

• Retailers haven’t reached their full potential in engaging Canadians with online shopping
• Canadians likely doing more browsing than actual shopping online
• The presence of Amazon looms large
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Amazon’s presence is strong in Canada
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Virtually all Canadians shop online

Canadians still do the bulk of their shopping in-store

Amazon’s presence looms large

Consumers are toggling between devices when shopping online

Virtually all Canadians are shopping online
Figure 19: Online shopping frequency, April 2018
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Parents with under-5s are heavy online shoppers
Figure 20: Online shopping frequency, parents with under-5s vs overall, April 2018

Small incentives for re-orders should work to grow reliance on e-commerce

Benefits to be had by targeting dads
Figure 21: The story of Lucy, August 2017

Retailers may (still) be missing the mark with Boomers
Figure 22: Online shopping frequency, Baby Boomers vs overall, April 2018

Holiday prep is a good time to connect with women aged 55-64

Canadians still lean towards shopping in-stores
Figure 23: Percentage of total shopping done online, April 2018

Figure 24: Attitudes towards online shopping, April 2018

Young men more inclined to making the bulk of their purchases online
Figure 25: More than 50% of total shopping done online, men 18-24 vs overall, April 2018

Tiered offerings supported by messages of self-gifting will resonate

Boomers are still attached to physical stores
Figure 26: Attitudes towards online shopping, April 2018

Connecting with Boomers while they’re in their comfort zone will yield gains

Amazon is an undeniable presence
Figure 27: Proportion of total online shopping done on Amazon, April 2018

Amazon appeals to all ages
Figure 28: Proportion of total online shopping done on Amazon.ca, by age, April 2018

Storytelling and emphasising quality should keep the attention of older consumers
Figure 29: The musical, April 2018

Quebecers are less likely to shop from Amazon
Figure 30: Proportion of total online shopping done on Amazon.ca, Quebec vs overall, April 2018

Quebecers less concerned about shipping, so give them other perks

Canadians may be doing more browsing than actual shopping online
Figure 31: Pre-purchase process, by category, April 2018

Men 18-34: it’s more about consideration when shopping for electronics
Figure 32: Pre-purchase process of electronics and appliances, men 18-34 vs overall, April 2018

Gains to be had by giving them some (more) food for thought

Also, remind them of loyalty points

Women aged 18-24 are scoring for deals when shopping for clothing
Figure 33: Pre-purchase process of electronics and appliances, women 18-34 vs overall, April 2018

The quest for deals means they will be interested in more than just promotion codes

Reliance on E-commerce

Reliance on Amazon

Pre-purchase Process
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Consumers are toggling between devices and platforms
Figure 34: Devices used for online shopping, April 2018

Brand experience is brand experience, no matter the device

18-24s may be moving away from desktops
Figure 35: Usage of desktop vs mobile phone for online shopping, by age, April 2018

Incentivising sharing will boost discovery amongst women aged 18-24

Parents with young children are using their phones
Figure 36: Usage of mobile phone for online shopping, by age of children at home, April 2018

Parents will lean on brands that lend a helping hand

Clear communication of costs are a must
Figure 37: Basket abandonment due to unexpected prices and high shipping costs, April 2018

Affluent consumers are more sensitive to surprises and may demand greater transparency

Threshold for free shipping matters to women 35-54
Figure 38: Agreement with ‘I often order more to get free shipping’, women 35-54 vs overall, April 2018

Product suggestions will grow baskets of 18-34s
Figure 39: Receptivity to retailer suggestions, 18-34s vs overall, April 2018
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